Effect of maternal restraint stress during gestation on temporal lipopolysaccharide-induced neuroendocrine and immune responses of progeny
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Abstract

The impact of gestational dam restraint stress on progeny immune and neuroendocrine temporal hormone responses to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) challenge was assessed. Maternal stress (5-min snout snare restraint stress during days 84 to 112 of gestation) increased ($P < 0.05$) the magnitude of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-\textalpha, interleukin-6, epinephrine (E), norepinephrine, and serum amyloid A (SAA) production following LPS infusion in the offspring. Moreover, these effects appear to be dependent on gender for TNF-\textalpha, E, and cortisol production. However, maternal stress did not affect ($P > 0.05$) the normalization of proinflammatory cytokines or neuroendocrine hormones produced following LPS. Collectively, these results indicate that maternal stress impacts aspects of the proinflammatory cytokine and stress hormone response in their progeny following LPS dosing of the offspring. This response is potentially responsible in part for the resultant changes to SAA production. Because several of the changes observed here are dependent on pig gender, these results are also the first evidence that inherent epigenetic factors coupled with maternal stress impact the cumulative response to stress and LPS in young pigs.
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1. Introduction

Routine swine industry management procedures such as restraint, transportation, and changes in housing conditions can be stressful for gestating sows and cause

activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis [1–3]. The resultant maternal glucocorticoid release can cross the placenta in pigs [4] and may exert secondary effects on fetal development. Stress of this nature is termed maternal or prenatal stress [2]. The influence of maternal glucocorticoid on fetal HPA axis development may also affect function of this axis throughout the life of the progeny [3,5]. Specifically, maternally stressed offspring could have an HPA axis primed to be hyperactive to stressors and the subsequent altered production of stress-related hormones would adversely affect growth, health, reproduction, and the general welfare of
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the animal. There is evidence that maternal reprogramming of the progeny’s HPA axis can influence the in vitro response of their immune cells [6,7]. Whereas effects of maternal stress on the HPA axis of the offspring have been documented, little information is available concerning the effect of maternal stress on the activity of the sympathetic nervous system and concomitant release of adrenal catecholamines. There is also little evidence detailing the impact of maternal stress on the immune and stress responses to an in vivo immune challenge of the offspring. Because previous results from this lab suggest temporal and gender effects on LPS-induced stress hormone and cytokine responses [8], the present report describes the effects of maternal stress on immune and stress responses of male and female progeny to in vivo LPS administration.

2.1. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals and experimental design

All experimental procedures were in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Agriculture Animals in Agricultural Research and Teaching and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Texas A&M University, Kingsville. The effects of maternal stress on stress response and immune function in offspring were evaluated. The sows were housed in gestation stalls, fed once daily, and allowed ad libitum access to water throughout gestation according to standard practices at the Texas Tech University Swine Farm. Sows were assigned to one of two treatment groups: nonstressed or stressed. The sows assigned to the stress treatment were subjected to restraint stress for 5 min each day from weeks 12 to 16 (days 84 to 112) of gestation. Restraint of the sow was performed using a nose sling composed of a soft cotton material. Control sows continued through gestation without treatment. On day 112 of gestation, the sows were moved into farrowing crates. After farrowing (within 24 h), the pigs were processed according to standard practices at the Texas Tech University Swine Farm (needle teeth clipped, tail docked, ear notches for identification, and any males were castrated). At weaning (20.0 ± 0.3 d of age) 2 barrows (B) and 2 gilts (G) from each of 10 control (nonstressed, NS) and 10 stressed litters (S; 40 pigs per experimental group, n = 80 overall) were taken to the Livestock Issues Research Unit’s nursery facility.

Pigs were weighed, placed in individual pens (1.2 m × 0.6 m), and allowed ad libitum access to food and water. The pigs were given 14 d to adjust to their surroundings and diet. All pigs were weighed and nonsurgically fitted with an indwelling jugular catheter according to Carroll et al [9] 1 d prior to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) infusion. Pigs were then given 24 h to recover from the cannulation procedure before blood collection began. Prior to the first sample, an extension was attached to the catheter to allow for remote sampling without handling of the pigs. Blood samples were taken every 30 min from 1 h before to 6 h after LPS infusion (Escherichia coli 0111:B4; Sigma L-2630, Sigma Chemical, St Louis, MO, USA; 25 µg/kg body weight). Approximately 5 mL of blood was drawn at each time point into a serum tube, allowed to clot for 1 h at room temperature, centrifuged at 1400g for 20 min at 20 °C, serum collected into microcentrifuge tubes, and then stored at −80 °C for later analysis. Total white blood cell and white blood cell differential counts were performed on whole blood samples taken at −0.5, 5.5, and 24 h using a Cell-Dyn differential analyzer (Abbott Laboratories; Abbott Park, IL, USA).

2.2. Serum analysis

The serum concentration of cortisol was determined in duplicate using a commercially available Coat-a-Count assay kit (Diagnostic Products Corp; Los Angeles, CA, USA). Serum concentrations of epinephrine (E) and norepinephrine (pg/mL) were determined using an EIA kit (Tri-Cat-EIA; American Laboratory Products Company, Windham, NH, USA) per the manufacturer’s directions. The concentration of serum cytokines (tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, interferon gamma, and IL-6) was determined according to the manufacturer’s protocol using a porcine-specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit for proinflammatory cytokines (SearchLight Porcine Inflammatory Cytokine Array No. 84664; Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). The acute phase proteins serum amyloid A (SAA), C-reactive protein (CRP), and haptoglobin were also analyzed with commercially available kits (Tridelta Phase Range serum amyloid A, C-reactive protein, and haptoglobin assays; Tridelta Diagnostic Products Inc, Morris Plains, NJ, USA). All assays were performed in duplicate and intra- and interassay coefficient of variance (CV) values were calculated. The intra- and interassay CV were less than 8% and 9%, respectively, for cytokine analyses and 11% and 12%, respectively, for the catecholamines. For acute-phase proteins (APPs), the intra- and interassay CV were less than 7% and 6%, respectively.
2.3. Statistical analysis

Calculations for the area under the curve (AUC) were determined using the trapezoid method of SigmaPlot (Systat Software, Inc, San Jose, CA, USA). All data were subjected to analysis of variance specific for repeated measures using the mixed procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC, USA). Sources of variation included, sow, maternal treatment, time, sex, and their interactions. Specific treatment comparisons were made using Fisher’s protected least significant difference test with comparisons of $P < 0.05$ considered significant. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were determined among either the magnitude of responses (peak concentrations) or the duration of the responses (AUC).

3. Results

3.1. Proinflammatory cytokines

Prior to LPS (-1 to 0 h), NS animals had higher ($P < 0.01$) basal serum TNF-α concentration than S animals (7.4 ± 0.6 vs. 5.1 ± 0.6 pg/mL, respectively). As expected, LPS induced a time-dependent increase ($P < 0.01$) in TNF-α with initial increases apparent by 0.5 h post-LPS and peak concentration occurring at 1 h post-LPS (Fig. 1). Serum TNF-α then decreased for the remainder of the sampling period, reaching baseline concentration (i.e. pre-LPS) by 5 h post-LPS. Peak concentration was influenced by the main effect of sex ($P < 0.06$) with B having a higher concentration of TNF-α than G (736 ± 37 vs. 640 ± 37 pg/mL, respectively). The overall temporal pattern was not affected by maternal treatment; however, a sex × maternal treatment interaction did exist ($P < 0.05$) with S B having a lower ($P < 0.05$) peak concentration than NS B (2819 ± 200 vs. 3378 ± 190 pg/mL, respectively). In contrast, peak concentration did not differ ($P = 0.21$) between NS G and S G. However, the temporal pattern of TNF-α production was similar in both maternal treatments ($P = 0.99$) and neither maternal treatment ($P = 0.71$) nor sex ($P = 0.11$) affected the duration of exposure to TNF-α as measured by AUC (4,404 ± 328 and 4,577 ± 342 for NS and S, respectively; 4,865 ± 333 and 4,115 ± 338 for B and G, respectively). There was a tendency ($P = 0.08$) for a sex × maternal treatment interaction on the duration of exposure to TNF-α, because NS B tended to have a higher AUC than S B, whereas S G tended to have a higher AUC than NS G (5,197 ± 458 vs. 4,534 ± 483 for NS B and S B, respectively, and 4,619 ± 486 vs. 3,610 ± 471 for S G and NS G, respectively).

The concentration of serum IL-1β (37 ± 1 pg/mL) prior to LPS (-1 to 0 h) was not affected by sex ($P = 0.78$) or maternal treatment ($P = 0.96$). Lipopolysaccharide induced a time-dependent increase ($P < 0.01$) in IL-1β concentration with an initial increase apparent by 1.5 h post-LPS and a peak concentration occurring at 3 h post-LPS (Fig. 2). Serum IL-1β then steadily decreased but, unlike TNF-α, remained elevated above baseline throughout the 6-h post-LPS sampling period. There was no influence of maternal treatment ($P = 0.71$) or sex ($P = 0.34$) on IL-1β production following LPS. Similarly, maternal treatment did not influence the temporal pattern ($P = 1.0$) or the duration of exposure to IL-1β.
Serum interferon gamma concentration prior to LPS (-1 to 0 h) was similar (P = 0.06) between NS and S animals (90 ± 11 vs. 61 ± 11 pg/mL, respectively). Lipopolysaccharide induced a time-dependent increase (P < 0.01) in serum interferon gamma, with an initial increase apparent at 2 h and peak concentration occurring at 2.5 h post-LPS (Fig. 4). The interferon gamma response was not affected by sex (P = 0.55) or maternal treatment (P = 0.11). The temporal pattern for the interferon gamma response was not influenced by maternal treatment (P = 0.63) or sex (P = 0.94). The duration of exposure to interferon gamma was not influenced by maternal treatment (AUC = 910 ± 175 and 1,089 ± 182 for NS and S, respectively; P = 0.48) or sex (1,018 ± 177 and 981 ± 180 for B and G, respectively; P = 0.88).

Correlation analysis indicated strong positive relationships between the duration of the cytokine responses (AUC), including IL-1β and IL-6 (r = 0.76, P < 0.01), IL-1β, and interferon gamma (r = 0.66, P < 0.01). Similarly, there were positive relationships between the duration of the TNF-α and IL-6 and the TNF-α and interferon gamma responses following LPS (r = 0.52 and 0.43, P < 0.01, respectively). These relationships were not influenced by maternal treatment. However, positive relationships between the duration of the TNF-α and IL-1β responses were found to IL-1β (AUC = 2,362 ± 623 and 2,452 ± 650 for NS and S, respectively; P = 0.92). There was also no influence of sex on the temporal pattern (P = 0.99) or duration of IL-1β exposure (P = 0.67; AUC = 2,218 ± 631 and 2,596 ± 642 for B and G, respectively).

Basal serum IL-6 concentration prior to LPS (−1 to 0 h) was greater (P < 0.05) in NS than in S animals (87 ± 9 vs. 56 ± 9 pg/mL, respectively). Lipopolysaccharide induced a time-dependent increase (P < 0.01) in serum IL-6 with an initial increase apparent by 1.5 h post-LPS and peak concentration occurring at 2.5 h post-LPS (Fig. 3). Serum IL-6 then began to decrease and approached baseline concentration by the end of the 6-h post-LPS sampling period. Serum IL-6 post-LPS was influenced by maternal treatment (P < 0.01) with S pigs having a higher overall response than NS (506 ± 30 vs. 374 ± 29 pg/mL, respectively) and a higher (P < 0.05) magnitude of response (1,312 ± 114 vs. 1,002 ± 110 pg/mL for S and NS, respectively). The main effect of sex (P < 0.05) also influenced the IL-6 response to LPS, with G having a higher overall response than B in both NS and S pigs (485 ± 30 vs. 395 ± 29 pg/mL for G and B, respectively). However, similar to IL-1β, the temporal pattern of IL-6 post-LPS was not influenced by maternal treatment (P = 0.60) or sex (P = 0.94). Duration of exposure to IL-6 was similar in both maternal treatments (2,429 ± 457 and 2,370 ± 476 for NS and S, respectively; P = 0.20) and sexes (2,571 ± 463 and 3,128 ± 470 for B and G, respectively; P = 0.40).
only in NS pigs (r = 0.28, P < 0.05, vs. r = 0.18, P = 0.28, for NS vs. S pigs, respectively).

3.2. Stress hormones

Basal serum cortisol concentration prior to LPS (-1 to 0 h) was greater (P < 0.05) in S pigs when compared with NS pigs (24 ± 1 vs. 19 ± 1 ng/mL, respectively). As expected, LPS induced a time-dependent increase (P < 0.01) in cortisol, with an initial increase apparent by 0.5 h and peak concentration occurring at 2.5 h post-LPS (Fig. 5). Serum cortisol then decreased for the remainder of the 6-h sampling period, but did not return to basal concentration (i.e. pre-LPS). There was a main effect of maternal treatment (P < 0.01) with NS pigs having a higher overall cortisol response to LPS than S pigs (107 ± 1 vs. 100 ± 1 ng/mL, respectively). A sex × maternal treatment interaction (P < 0.01) was evident, with S B having a reduced (P < 0.01) magnitude of cortisol response following LPS compared with NS B (127 ± 7 vs. 161 ± 7 ng/mL, respectively), whereas S G and NS G had similar peak concentrations of cortisol following LPS. However, the temporal pattern of cortisol response following LPS was similar in both maternal treatments and sexes (P = 0.29 and 0.93, respectively). Furthermore, the duration of exposure to cortisol was not influenced by maternal treatment (AUC = 591 ± 24 and 547 ± 25 for NS and S pigs, respectively; P = 0.20) or sex (AUC = 577 ± 24 and 561 ± 24 for B and G, respectively; P = 0.63).

Prior to LPS (-1 to 0 h), the serum concentration of E was higher (P < 0.01) in G than in B (100 ± 5 vs. 57 ± 5 pg/mL, respectively). Lipopolysaccharide induced a time-dependent increase (P < 0.01) in E, with initial increase apparent by 0.25 h and peak concentration occurring at 0.5 to 1 h post-LPS (Fig. 6). The serum concentration of E decreased following peak and by the end of the sampling period concentrations were approaching baseline. There was a main effect of maternal treatment (P < 0.05) on serum E following LPS, with S pigs having a higher peak concentration of E at 1 h post-LPS than NS (712 ± 43 vs. 582 ± 42 pg/mL, respectively). Serum E concentration following LPS was also influenced by sex (P < 0.01), with G having...
a higher overall E response (372 ± 11 vs. 299 ± 11 pg/mL for G and B, respectively).

Similar to cortisol, serum E response to LPS was also influenced by a sex × maternal treatment interaction, with S B having a higher (P < 0.01) magnitude of response at 1 h post-LPS (638 ± 62 vs. 447 ± 58 pg/mL for S B vs. NS B, respectively). However, the magnitude of response in S G and NS G was similar (P > 0.05). As with cortisol, neither maternal treatment (P = 0.72) nor sex (P = 0.83) affected the temporal pattern of E post-LPS. The duration of exposure to E following LPS was not affected by maternal treatment (AUC = 1,784 ± 180 and 1,980 ± 187 for NS and S, respectively; P = 0.45).

Serum NE concentration prior to LPS (−1 to 0 h) was 1,024 ± 47 pg/mL and was not influenced by maternal treatment (P = 0.23) or sex (P = 0.20). LPS induced a time-dependent increase (P < 0.01) in NE with an initial increase and peak concentration occurring by 0.5 h post-LPS (Fig. 7). Serum NE then rapidly decreased (P < 0.01) and approximated the basal concentration for the remainder of the sampling period. There was no main effect of maternal treatment or sex on the NE response following LPS (P = 0.28 and 0.70, respectively). However, there was a sex × maternal treatment interaction (P = 0.05), with S B having a higher peak concentration of NE than NS B (2,187 ±
220 vs. 1,616 ± 209 pg/mL, respectively), whereas NS G had a higher peak concentration of NE than S G (2,259 ± 215 vs. 1,626 ± 221 pg/mL, respectively). Similar to the other stress hormones, there was no main effect of maternal treatment (AUC = 6,834 ± 588 and 6,913 ± 613 for NS and S, respectively; \( P = 0.92 \)) or sex (6,791 ± 595 and 6,955 ± 605 for B and G, respectively; \( P = 0.84 \)) on the duration of exposure to NE following LPS.

Correlation analysis indicated a positive relationship between the magnitude of the E and NE response following LPS (\( r = 0.39, P < 0.01 \)) that was not affected by maternal treatment. In contrast, there was a negative relationship between the magnitude of the NE and cortisol responses following LPS that was present in S pigs (\( r = -0.33, P < 0.05 \)) but not in NS pigs (\( r = -0.14, P = 0.39 \)). A relationship between the magnitude of the E and cortisol responses following LPS was not observed (\( r = -0.11, P = 0.36 \)), regardless of maternal treatment. Correlation analysis also indicated a positive relationship between the duration of the E and NE responses following LPS (\( r = 0.52, P < 0.01 \)) that was not influenced by maternal treatment. There were no relationships found between the duration of the cortisol and E responses (\( r = 0.02, P = 0.80 \)) or cortisol and NE responses (\( r = -0.13, P = 0.25 \)), regardless of maternal treatment. Positive relationships were also observed between the magnitude of the IL-1\( \beta \) and E responses (\( r = 0.56, P < 0.01 \)) and the magnitude of the IL-6 and E responses (\( r = 0.52, P < 0.01 \)) following LPS that were not influenced by maternal treatment. There was also a positive relationship between the magnitude of the IL-6 and NE responses (\( r = 0.27, P < 0.05 \)). A positive relationship was also found between the magnitude of the IL-1\( \beta \) and NE responses following LPS in NS pigs (\( r = 0.41, P < 0.01 \)) that was not present in S pigs (\( r = 0.13, P = 0.44 \)). In contrast, there was a positive relationship between the magnitude of the interferon gamma and E responses that was present only in S pigs (\( r = 0.51, P < 0.01 \)). Correlation analysis also indicated positive relationships between the duration of the E response with the duration of exposure to IL-1\( \beta \), IL-6, and interferon gamma following LPS (\( r = 0.61, 0.52 \) and 0.48; respectively; \( P < 0.01 \)), regardless of maternal treatment. However, there was no relationship (\( P > 0.05 \)) between the duration of exposure to E and the duration of TNF-\( \alpha \) following LPS. The duration of NE response following LPS was also found to be positively related to the duration of all of the proinflammatory cytokines measured in this study (\( r = 0.34, 0.45, 0.49, \) and 0.48 for TNF-\( \alpha \), IL-1\( \beta \), IL-6, and interferon gamma, respectively; \( P < 0.05 \)). However, these relationships were only present in NS pigs, and there were no relationships between the duration of NE and the proinflammatory cytokines in S pigs. There were no relationships found between the duration of the proinflammatory cytokine response and the cortisol response following LPS regardless of maternal treatment.

### 3.3. Leukocyte counts

Mean white blood cell (WBC) count prior to LPS infusion (0 h) was 15.06 \( \pm 0.49 \times 10^3 \) cells/\( \mu L \) and was similar (\( P = 0.57 \)) in both maternal treatments. As expected, lymphocytes and neutrophils comprised > 88% of the total WBC present in peripheral circulation, with monocytes, eosinophils, and basophils making up the remaining 11% (8.6%, 1.3%, and 1.6%, respectively; Table 1). Lipopolysaccharide induced an initial redistribution of leukocytes out of circulation into tissues, followed by proliferation-induced increases in leukocyte numbers. The initial redistribution of leukocytes in response to LPS was reflected by an approximate 65% decrease in circulating WBC by 5.5 h post-LPS (15.06 \( \pm 0.5 \) vs. 5.28 \( \pm 0.5 \times 10^3 \) cells/\( \mu L \) at 0 vs. 5.5 h, respectively) and was not affected by maternal treatment (\( P > 0.05 \)). The redistribution was composed primarily of lymphocytes, which decreased by 87% (6.62 \( \pm 0.15 \) vs. 0.84 \( \pm 0.15 \times 10^3 \) cells/\( \mu L \) at 0 vs. 5.5 h, respectively) and to a quantitatively lesser extent by neutrophils, monocytes, basophils, and eosinophils, which decreased by 87%, 90%, 89%, and 91%, respectively.

Correlation analysis indicated negative relationships between the duration of exposure to TNF-\( \alpha \), IL-1\( \beta \), IL-6, and interferon gamma with lymphocytes (\( r = -0.23, -0.20, \) and -0.25, respectively; \( P < 0.05 \)). Negative relationships between neutrophil number and serum TNF-\( \alpha \),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item (( \times 10^3/\mu L ))</th>
<th>Time (h post-LPS)</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>5.5h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocytes</td>
<td>1.30b</td>
<td>0.13b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes</td>
<td>6.62b</td>
<td>0.84b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
<td>6.69a</td>
<td>4.28b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basophils</td>
<td>0.19a</td>
<td>0.02b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophils</td>
<td>0.24a</td>
<td>0.02b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values within a row with different superscripts differ, \( P < 0.01 \).
The quantitatively greatest increase occurred in neutrophils although there were increases in all WBC types, the increase in WBC relative to numbers at 0 h (Table 1). The increase in WBC relative to numbers at 0 h (Table 1). was apparent at 24 h post-LPS as indicated by a 23% (P = 0.05) cortisol following LPS. Proliferation of leukocytes at 5.5 h post-LPS and the duration of exposure to the catecholamines (E and NE) was negatively associated with total WBC (r = −0.30 and −0.24, respectively; P < 0.05), lymphocytes (r = −0.30 and −0.24, respectively; P < 0.05), and neutrophils (r = −0.27 and −0.28, respectively; P < 0.05). In addition, a negative relationship was detected between the duration of the E response and monocytes at 5.5 h post-LPS (r = −0.22, P < 0.05). There were no relationships between leukocyte counts at 5.5 h post-LPS and the duration of exposure to cortisol following LPS. Proliferation of leukocytes was apparent at 24 h post-LPS as indicated by a 23% increase in WBC relative to numbers at 0 h (Table 1). Although there were increases in all WBC types, the quantitatively greatest increase occurred in neutrophils (6.69 ± 0.43 vs. 9.67 ± 0.43 × 10^3 cells/μL at 0 vs. 24 h, respectively). Correlation analysis identified positive relationships between the duration of IL-1β, IL-6, and interferon gamma responses with neutrophil count at 24 h (r = 0.34, 0.28, and 0.26, respectively; P < 0.05). Positive relationships were found between the duration of the E response and total WBC and neutrophils at 24 h post-LPS (r = 0.25 and 0.41, respectively; P < 0.05). There were no relationships (P > 0.05) found between the duration of the cortisol or NE responses following LPS and the proliferation of leukocytes at 24 h post-LPS.

3.4. Acute-phase proteins

The APPs CRP, SAA, and haptoglobin were all detectable at low concentrations prior to LPS challenge at 0 h (108 ± 13 μg/mL, 13 ± 26 μg/mL, and 0.81 ± 0.05 mg/mL, respectively) and were not affected by maternal treatment or sex (P > 0.05). Concentrations of all APP increased (P < 0.01) in response to LPS challenge. Increased (P < 0.01) serum haptoglobin concentration was apparent at 24 h post-LPS (Fig. 8). There was a main effect of treatment (P < 0.05) on haptoglobin response following LPS as a result of NS pigs having a consistently higher numerical concentration of haptoglobin at all time points compared with S pigs (0.85 ± 0.07 vs. 0.77 ± 0.08, 0.92 ± 0.07 vs. 0.76 ± 0.08, 1.94 ± 0.07 vs. 1.74 ± 0.08 mg/mL for 0, 6, and 24 h, respectively). However, maternal treatment did not affect (P = 0.77) the temporal pattern of haptoglobin response following LPS and there was no effect of sex (P = 0.99). Maternal treatment also influenced the SAA response to LPS (P < 0.05). An initial increase in SAA was apparent at 6 h post-LPS in S pigs and at 24 h in NS pigs (Fig. 9). At 24 h post-LPS S pigs had a higher (P < 0.01) concentration of SAA than NS pigs (410 ± 36 vs. 546 ± 37 μg/mL, respectively). However, there was no influence of maternal treatment on the temporal pattern of SAA following LPS (P = 0.17). As with haptoglobin, there was no relationship between the duration of the E response and SAA responses following LPS and the proliferation of leukocytes at 24 h post-LPS.

Fig. 8. Effect of maternal stress on the serum haptoglobin response of pigs to an intravenous challenge with 25 μg/kg LPS. Pigs were obtained from sows either subjected to a daily 5-min restraint stress (stressed; S) from days 84 to 112 of gestation or managed per current industry standards (nonstressed; NS). Values represent the mean ± SEM (NS, n = 39; S n = 36). Columns with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05).

Fig. 9. Effect of maternal stress on the serum amyloid A (SAA) response of pigs to an intravenous challenge with 25 μg/kg LPS. Pigs were obtained from sows either subjected to a daily 5-min restraint stress (stressed; S) from days 84 to 112 of gestation or managed per current industry standards (nonstressed; NS). Values represent the mean ± SEM (NS, n = 39; S n = 36). Columns with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05).
The basal concentration (0 h) of CRP did not differ and 24 h SAA (r = 0.38, P = 0.05). There were no relationships found between the duration of cortisol response with 24 h APP production regardless of maternal treatment.

4. Discussion

Previous reports on the effects of maternal stress in pigs have found that maternal stress is capable of influencing the cellular and humoral branches of the immune system in offspring [5]. Although the temporal pattern and the duration of exposure to the proinflammatory cytokines remained unaffected, maternal treatment did influence the magnitude of the TNF-α and IL-6 response to LPS. The TNF-α response also suggests that the effects of maternal stress can be gender specific.

Collectively, the data indicate that maternal stress is capable of altering both basal and post-LPS concentrations of inflammatory cytokines and stress hormones in offspring. The temporal patterns of TNF-α and IL-1β response to LPS found in this study are similar to that in previous reports on LPS response in pigs [10–12]. Similarly, the temporal patterns of IL-6, interferon gamma, cortisol, and catecholamines in this study are similar to those reported elsewhere [12–15]. These results are also consistent with previous reports on the effects of maternal stress on the offspring’s stress response in both rats and pigs [2,6–19]. The increased basal concentration of cortisol in S pigs found in this study is similar to that in studies in rats that reported higher basal ACTH and corticosterone concentrations in stressed compared with nonstressed animals [16, 19,20]. However, the decreased concentration of cortisol in S B is in contrast to reports by Henry et al [17] and Takahashi and Kalin [16], who reported increased corticosterone response to stressors in maternally stressed rats, and Haussmann et al [2], who reported increased cortisol response to mixing stress in maternally stressed pigs. These contradicting reports may reflect differences in the type of stressor (immune challenge vs. acute physical stressors) because stressor-specific patterns of stress hormones have been documented (reviewed in [21]).

The gender effects elucidated in this study are consistent with our previous results [8]. The lack of maternal treatment influence on the S G cortisol response to LPS is supported by a previous report that showed the same lack of maternal stress influence on cortisol response to LPS in female offspring [22]. This result is further supported by correlation analysis that indicated...
a negative relationship between the magnitude of the NE and cortisol response in S pigs. The S B had a higher magnitude of NE, which was then followed by a lower magnitude of cortisol response, whereas S G had a lower magnitude of NE response and maintained a normal cortisol response. To our knowledge, there are no reports describing the effects of maternal stress on the E response to stressors. The increased concentration of E in S B, however, is supported by correlation analysis showing a positive relationship between NE and E production. Increased NE in S B could result in increased E in S B because peak production of NE occurs before peak E. We have shown that the temporal pattern of stress hormone response to LPS was not influenced by maternal treatment. This is supported by data from Takahashi and Kalin [16], who found that although maternally stressed rats had increased levels of ACTH and corticosterone in response to stress, there was not an effect of maternal treatment on the temporal pattern in response to stress.

The lack of a discernable correlation between the proinflammatory cytokines and cortisol observed here contrasts the premise that the proinflammatory cytokines feed back at the level of the hypothalamus to promote the production of cortisol (reviewed in [23,24]). However, the positive relationship between the catecholamines and IL-6 production is supported by previous literature indicating that catecholamines can induce the production of IL-6 in systemic circulation (reviewed in [25]). Furthermore, the positive relationships between catecholamine production and the proinflammatory cytokine production are consistent with in vitro and in vivo evidence indicating that catecholamines can modulate (enhance or inhibit) the response of immune cells to antigenic challenge [26,27].

Consistent with previous observations and with reports from a number of other species, LPS induced an initial redistribution of leukocytes out of circulation into tissues, followed by proliferation-induced increases in leukocyte numbers [28–30]. These results agree with previous reports on the ability of LPS or live E. coli to induce a rapid redistribution of lymphocytes and monocytes out of peripheral circulation [28–30]. The negative relationships between catecholamine production and leukocyte counts at 5.5 h post-LPS suggest that the catecholamines are involved in inducing the redistribution of leukocytes. This is supported by reports that acute stress or administration of catecholamines is capable of inducing redistribution of leukocytes [26,27] and immune cell proliferation through activation of Th cells [31,32]. This is further supported here by correlation analysis suggesting positive relationships between the duration of IL-1β, IL-6, and interferon gamma responses with neutrophil count at 24 h and consistent with their role in an immune response [33,34]. The results presented here are also consistent with the ability of proinflammatory cytokines to induce APP production [34,35]. Specifically, TNF-α and IL-1β induce the production of type I APP and IL-6 to synergistically enhance this effect [36,37]. However, the lack of correlation between cortisol and 24-h APP production was unexpected because cortisol synergistically enhances the production of APP during an immune response (reviewed in [33,34]). The data presented here suggest that catecholamine production is capable of influencing APP production. To our knowledge these are the first reports on the presence of these relationships.

These data indicate that maternal stress changes typical proinflammatory cytokine and stress hormone response profiles of offspring, resulting in altered responses to LPS infusion, and that these changes can be influenced by gender. Specifically, immune and stress responses of B from S sows appear to be impacted more when compared with their G counterparts and B from NS sows. These data highlight the importance of managing the stress of pregnant sows to promote immune and stress responses in their offspring that are conducive for optimal production. These results also suggest a potential epigenetic stress response mechanism whereby subsequent generations are primed for handling particularly persistent environmental stressors that impact across multiple generations. The gender-specific nature of these epigenetic modifications also highlights the future need to describe their physiological relevance across generations to the respective genders. As such, because the pig is a viable model for human studies, these data also have important implications for human mothers and the health of their offspring.
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